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ABSTRACT Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 crisis, the transition to remote education presented
several challenges to educational institutions. Unlike face-to-face classes where educators can modify and
keep track of the lessons and content according to the students’ observed emotions and participation, such
activities are difficult to complete in online learning environments. To address this issue, we propose here
a novel and comprehensive framework that leverages advanced computer vision and analysis techniques
to detect students’ emotions during online learning and assess their state of mind regarding the taught
content. Our framework is composed of three modules. The first module uses a novel lightweight machine
learning method, called convolutional neural network-random forest (CNN-RF), to efficiently detect the
students’ basic emotions, e.g., sad, happy, etc., during the online course. Our approach surpasses existing
benchmarks in terms of accuracy (over 71%) on the FER-2013 dataset, while being less complex (i.e.,
using a smaller number of parameters). The second module consists of mapping the basic emotions to an
education-aware state of mind, e.g., interest, boredom, distraction, etc. Unlike the few works that proposed
simplistic mapping, we propose here a Plutchik wheel’s inspired mapping system, which is more precise and
reflects better the relationship between combinations of basic emotions and the resulting education-aware
state of mind. Thus, our understanding of the students’ cognitive and affective experiences during online
learning can be enhanced. The third module is a visualization dashboard that offers clear and intuitive
real-time representations of basic emotions and states of mind. This tool provides educators with invaluable
insights into students’ emotional dynamics, enabling them to identify learning difficulties with high precision
and make informed recommendations for improvements in course content and online teaching methods.
In summary, the proposed framework presents a novel and powerful tool that addresses the challenges
related to online learning. By accurately detecting the students’ emotions, assessing their states of mind, and
providing real-time visualization, our approach represents a significant advancement toward the optimization
of online education, which is critically needed in rural and remote areas of the globe.

INDEX TERMS CNN, computer vision, emotion recognition, face recognition, online learning, state of
mind.

I. INTRODUCTION
During the last few years, the development and large-scale
deployment of remote education around the globe has been
accelerated [1]. Notably, there has been an increase in the
number of virtual schools [2], and the use of virtual tutoring,
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online learning software, and video conferencing tools [3].
This type of learning is now part of the education system, used
by several schools and universities, either to reach students
in remote areas or reduce large gatherings at schools for
healthcare reasons.

Indeed, online learning improves time management and
offers location-wise accessibility, as well as self-paced and
cost-effective learning. However, it might result in social
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isolation, health problems (from spending too much time in
front of screens), and topic specialization restrictions [4].
Aside from this, it has been noted that comprehension during
online learning is not always successful, regardless of how
hard teachers work to create their remote courses’ content and
materials. In the past, the majority of online learning-related
efforts were on pedagogy, resources, and efficiency [5].
As a result, little to no focus has been made to pinpoint
the emotional stress associated with these teaching methods.
In fact, it is now impossible to ignore the emotional and
psychological conditions of students while teaching them
remotely. Hence, there is an obvious necessity to tailor the
learning process to the student’s state of mind during remote
classes.

In face-to-face or human tutoring, the teacher may quickly
spot emotional and psychological changes in the student’s
facial expression or behavior thanks to human awareness and
experience. Hence, the teacher can quickly react by opting
for the proper educational strategy to recapture the student’s
attention. However, this is more complex in online learning.
To detect students’ emotional states, several methods have
been developed. Dewan et al. classified them in [6] into
three main categories, namely automatic, semi-automatic,
and manual while taking into account the methods’ depen-
dencies on students’ participation, as shown in Table 1.
The manual engagement detection category involves the
direct participation of learners in the process. A common
technique in this category is self-reporting, which involves
learners completing a questionnaire to indicate their level
of attention, distraction, excitement, or boredom [7]. In the
semi-automatic engagement detection category, learners are
involved indirectly in the process. Engagement tracing is
a popular method that assesses engagement based on the
timing and accuracy of learner responses to practice problems
and test questions [8]. The automatic engagement detection
category utilizes various traits captured through sensors, such
as eye movements, facial expressions, and posture, as well
as physiological and neurological data, such as heart rate
and electroencephalograph (EEG). It also includes tracking
learners’ activities in their learning environments, such as
the amount of time spent on studying, forum posts, problem-
solving time, and accuracy of submissions. Indeed, the human
face is the perceptual evaluation that can clearly express one’s
internal mood and psychological condition more than gesture
and posture. For this reason, facial expression is the most
potent and useful visual evaluation tool for determining a
student’s emotional involvement [9].

On the other hand, emotions are frequently described
in psychology as complicated states of feeling that cause
physiological and psychological changes affecting cognition
and behavior. Psychologists have acknowledged the presence
of fundamental emotions, however, there is disagreement
about the actual number of basic emotions. In a colored
wheel, Robert Plutchik ordered the eight fundamental
emotions he proposed [10]: Anger, fear, sadness, disgust,

surprise, anticipation, trust, and joy, while Ekman proposed
seven basic emotions: Fear, anger, joy, sadness, contempt,
disgust, and surprise; but then he revoked the contempt
emotion [11].

To assess the student’s emotional state, several innovative
methods were designed. Most of the existing systems used a
screen and a learning management system (LMS) platform to
monitor each student [12], which is woefully insufficient to
control the dynamics of students’ emotions on online learning
platforms. As a result, novel approaches are required. For
instance, recent emotion recognition methods relied on
automation based on physiological factors recorded by wear-
able devices [13], spoken words from audio recordings [14],
or written expressions from text [15], or facial expressions
from photos and videos [16].

In the context of online learning, the use of videos during
COVID-19 was found to be promising. This technique is
non-intrusive, and the hardware and software it makes use
of are affordable and easily achievable. This resulted in the
provision of a huge amount of data that can be used for emo-
tion recognition. For instance, Yan et al. proposed in [12] a
framework that provides an intelligent 3D visualization of the
classroom’s atmosphere based on the valance-arousal values
detected from the students’ facial expressions. Authors of [9]
developed a classification model that focused different types
of emotions on the selected activity. For instance, emotion
classes for online learning might fall under the categories of
confusion, satisfaction, disappointment, or frustration. Also,
Megahed et al. suggested in [17] to incorporate students’
responses to questions and their basic emotional states into
a methodology for modeling an intelligent adaptive online
learning environment.

These works attempted to relate emotion recognition to
the learning environment. However, they may lack targeted
emotions design to the online learning context where
emotions evolve over time, and lack explicit representation
of emotions and education-aware states of mind. Motivated
by the aforementioned issues, we propose, for the first time,
a complete framework for real-time video traffic analysis
to detect students’ emotions and assess their states of mind
during online learning. The framework is composed of
four main parts: 1) Face recognition, 2) facial expression,
a.k.a., basic emotions, recognition, 3) a mapping system
between basic emotions and states of mind, and 4) a dynamic
visualization dashboard. Subsequently, the contributions of
the paper can be summarized as follows:

1) Unlike state-of-the-art studies that captured, with
simplified approaches based on physiological or text
data, the basic emotions of students at a given
time, we propose here a more advanced study where
video-based analysis of facial expressions is realized
to identify emotions and mix them over a period of
time, which is more effective in assessing the students’
states of mind during online learning. Specifically,
we introduce a novel lightweight convolutional neural
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TABLE 1. Students’ engagement detection methods.

network-random forest (CNN-RF) method that allows
emotion recognition with high accuracy.

2) From the Plutchik wheel’s basic emotions clas-
sification, we propose a novel mapping system
from combinations of basic emotions to deduce the
education-aware states of mind, i.e., tailored to the
online learning environment. This mapping system
allows for a more nuanced and precise assessment of
the student’s emotional state of mind, e.g., boredom,
interest, etc.

3) Finally, we develop a visualization dashboard that
illustrates real-time statistics about every student’s
basic emotions and state of mind during an online class,
thus allowing educators to make informed decisions
about their teaching methods and course content.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the related works. Section III describes the
proposed framework. In section IV, experiments’ setup and
results are presented. Finally, section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
The task of emotion recognition in online learning scenarios
has raised challenges regarding the used methodology to
predict the learning states from raw data, as well as the
models’ suitability in the context of the learning experience.
Below, we provide an overview of related works that focused
on those issues, which are also summarized in Table 2.
In [12], Yan et al. provided an intelligent 3D visualization

of the classroom environment based on the valence-arousal
values. They used a spatial transformer network (STN) in
order to enhance the spatial invariance to non-rigid deforma-
tions and other spatial transformations including translation,
scaling, rotation, and cropping. In addition, at any point in
the lesson, a student’s status can be monitored by visualizing
his/her detected emotion curve in the valence-arousal space.
Shen et al. used in [18] the physiological data captured using
heart rate (HR), skin conductance response (SCR), blood
volume pulse (BVP), and EEG sensors, for emotion detection
in online learning environments. The authors proposed a
support vector machine (SVM) prediction model for the
valence-arousal space, and demonstrated how emotion-aware
technologies can increase the student’s connection and
engagement. Also, Rodríguez et al. introduced in [19] a

framework that monitors students’ learning states as they
watch a piece of content with a knowledge-based focus.
Four learning states were specifically extracted, namely
interested, bored, confused, and distracted. Their method
was based on facial expression analysis and CNN. They
identified a link between abrupt changes in the course and
the changes in the audience’s learning states, demonstrating
a strong relationship between well-structured and bounded
information and the students’ learning behaviors. Using
multimodal natural sensing, Luo et al. proposed in [20]
an intelligent approach to examine students’ interest in a
learning environment. In their work, they provided a 3D
learning interest model that takes into account cognitive
attention, learning emotion, and thinking activity to fully
represent the students’ interests. Based on this model,
multimodal data are compiled through head pose estimation,
face expression detection, and interactive data gathering.
Finally, multimodal data fusion is used to fully assess the
students’ interests. Alternatively, Gupta et al. analyzed in [21]
the emotive content of a student’s writing using the latter’s
facial expressions. Using the convolutional neural network
architecture, they considered four student moods, namely
high positive affect, low positive affect, high negative affect,
and low negative affect, which were used to calculate course
engagement scores.

Recently, data-driven techniques have introduced sophis-
ticated models to analyze emotions in online learning
environments. For instance, the use of CNN for facial
emotion recognition has become a very popular approach.
The authors of [17] combined two systems, namely CNN and
fuzzy logic, to adapt the learning process to the students’
levels. Specifically, based on the facial expression states
retrieved from their CNN model and various students’
response parameters, the fuzzy system selects the next
learning level. Experimental findings show that the suggested
approach offers adaptive learning that corresponds to the
learning capacities of each student within the class. Nezami
et al. proposed in [22] a CNN-based model to improve
engagement recognition from photos and overcome the data
sparsity barrier. First, deep learning is used to train a facial
expression recognitionmodel. Then, the trainedmodel is used
to recognize students’ engagement, named the engagement
model. The latter recognizes engagement and disengagement
from their built dataset.
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TABLE 2. Summary of related works.

Rao et al. introduced in [25] a hybrid-CNN model
that uses both manually created and convolutional neu-
ral network-extracted information to identify a student’s
cognitive state from its facial expressions. Their approach
was tested on different datasets, namely the Japanese
female facial expression (JAFFE) dataset, the extended
Cohn-Kanade dataset (CK+) dataset, and the spontaneous
dataset (DAiSEE). Results prove the superior accuracy of
their method compared to the CNN-based and manual feature
extraction methods. Similarly, the authors of [26] proposed
a field programmable gate array (FPGA) architecture that
uses a trained CNN on the facial emotion recognition
(FER)-2013 dataset [28]. Their model achieved an accuracy
of 60.4%. Tang [23] introduced a CNN model where they
tried to replace the softmax layer with a linear support
vector machine. They demonstrated that their approach gives
significant gains as they achieved an accuracy of 69.3% on
FER-2013. Also, Liu et al. [27] proposed a model consisting
of several structured subnets where each subnet is a CNN
model trained apart. Their greatest single subnet achieved
62.44% and their whole model achieved 65.03% of accuracy.
Finally, Agrawal et al. improved in [24] the results of [26]
by fine-tuning the CNN parameters, such as kernel size and
number of filters, thus achieving a higher accuracy of 65%.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Our framework consists of four modules: Face recognition,
basic emotion recognition, basic emotions-state of mind

mapping system, and visualization dashboard, explained
below and illustrated in Fig. 1.

A. FACE RECOGNITION MODULE
The face recognition module is responsible for detecting
faces on the screen and recognizing the students’ identities.
The identification process flow consists of a number of
automatic steps:

1) Activate cameras in video streamingmode. Then, using
the open-source computer vision (OpenCV) library,
do the following for each captured video image:

2) Detect the student’s facial characteristics
3) Create a grayscale image using the face traits
4) Scale down the final image to the proper dimensions
5) Identify the student by comparing the final image to

those stored in a class database.
Subsequently, the face recognitionmodule outputs the final

image, to be used as input into the basic emotion recognition
module.

B. BASIC EMOTION RECOGNITION MODULE
The module’s main function is to classify the student’s facial
expressions as basic emotions. It consists of a CNN-based
model that outputs, for the evaluated image, the probability
of occurrence of seven basic emotions classes namely, anger,
disgust, fear, happy, neutral, sad, and surprise, abbreviated
respectively by (A), (D), (F), (H), (N), (S), and (R). Our
basic emotion recognition model is constructed using a
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FIGURE 1. Proposed emotion recognition framework.

FIGURE 2. Proposed CNN-RF model architecture.

FIGURE 3. Three-level based Plutchik wheel of emotions.

combination of a CNN and an RF classifier. Its architecture
is presented in Fig. 2, where it consists of a series of
convolutional and pooling layers and an RF classifier.

It has been noted that during the learning process,
a student’s mood or emotion does not alter immediately
but rather gradually [9]. Moreover, the reflection of the
emotion on the facial expression is not abrupt and may take
some time to be emphasized. Hence, it is very difficult and
inaccurate to determine a student’s emotion by analyzing
a single image of his/her facial expression. For a more
rigorous outcome, a series of images taken over time
should be analyzed. Specifically, let N be the number of
images sequentially captured in time to analyze the student’s
emotional state. Since authors of [9] have determined that
a human emotion transition may last about 6 seconds,
we assume that N = 6, where images are captured each
second. For image i ∈ {1, . . . ,N }, let Pi,j be the probability
of occurrence of emotion j ∈ {A,D,F,H ,N , S,R}

in image i. Thus, the average probability of occur-
rence of emotion j for the analyzed N images can be
written as

Pj =
1
N

N∑
i=1

Pi,j, ∀j ∈ {A,D,F,H ,N , S,R}. (1)
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FIGURE 4. Designed basic emotions - state of mind mapping system.

Let PE = {PA,PD,PF ,PH ,PN ,PS ,PR} be the set of
calculated averaged probabilities for the considered basic
emotions, in descending order. Then, the first three emotions
are considered the prominent ones and thus will constitute the
input for the mapping system.

C. BASIC EMOTIONS-STATE OF MIND MAPPING SYSTEM
Humans often orchestrate a variety of emotions, either at once
or in sequence, rather than expressing their feelings openly
through a single distinct emotion. According to Plutchik’s
theory [10], these emotions work together to create a state
of mind that is frequently decided by combining the basic
emotions. Knowing how a student would feel about an online
course may be determined by evaluating these states of mind.
In order to determine the student’s state of mind, we map here
the three prominent emotions to the third level of Plutchik’s
wheel of emotions (i.e., third outer circle), illustrated in
Fig. 3. Based on the general relevance of the e-learning

environments, we have chosen four types of states of mind,
namely, interest, acceptance, distraction, and boredom. These
states of mind are equidistant emotions located on the third
level (i.e., separated by the same number of other emotions
on the third outer circle) of Plutchick’s wheel.

Considered basic emotions are located on the second level
of Plutchik’s wheel, however, Neutral is not seen as an
emotion,1 hence it is ignored in the mapping to states of
mind. On the second level of the wheel, prominent basic
emotions disgust (D) and surprise (R) lead inevitably to
complex emotions boredom, and distraction, respectively,
regardless of the second and third prominent basic emotions.
This is explained by the fact that the positions of D and R
on the second level of the wheel are surrounded by other
negative emotions that won’t affect the outcome. However,
the positions of the other considered basic emotions, i.e.,
{A,F,H , S}, suggest further investigation into the second

1Neutral is more likely to be a facial expression.
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TABLE 3. FER-2013 dataset basic emotions class distribution [28].

FIGURE 5. Basic emotions recognition.

and even third prominent emotion, to define the related
state of mind. For instance, if the most prominent emotion
is H, having the second prominent emotion as R leads to
acceptance while having the second prominent emotion as S,
suggests checking the third prominent emotion, as shown in
Fig. 4. In total, there are thirty-six combinations to map the
selected basic emotions to the state of mind.

D. VISUALIZATION MODULE
The role of this module is to provide a real-time reference
for teachers, to monitor the level of students’ interest,
acceptance, annoyance, and boredom during the online
course, and to evaluate their interaction with the course’s
content. To provide an efficient emotions visualization and
understand the classroom’s atmosphere intuitively, both basic
and complex emotions should be visualized in real-time.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. EMOTION RECOGNITION SETUP
For the basic emotion recognition model training, we select
the FER-2013 dataset, which is an open dataset in Kaggle
containing images of faces expressing different emotions,
as described in Table 3 [28]. This dataset is not related to

FIGURE 6. State of minds recognition.

online learning, but it is suitable for the aimed environment
and has been used in several other relevant works [12], [17],
[22], [23], [24]. FER-2013 has 35,887 grayscale 48×48-pixel
photos stored in a spreadsheet with the pixel values of each
image in row cells. Faces in photos have been automatically
saved such that they are centered and occupy approximately
the same space in each frame. Photos are labeled with the
basic emotions {A,D,F,H ,N , S,R}, and the corresponding
class distribution is presented in Table 3. For the needs of
our experiments, we respect the predefined division of the
FER-2013 dataset into 80% for training, 10% for validation,
and 10% for testing. Finally, to enrich our training dataset,
we opted for data augmentation by means of horizontal
mirroring, rotation by ±10◦, image zoom by ±10%, and
horizontal/vertical shifting by ±10%.

For the designed CNN-RF emotion recognition model,
we get inspired by the hyperparameters setup of
Vulpe-Grigoraşi et al. [29]. Thus, the used hyperparameters
are set as follows: The number of epochs is 310, the batch size
is 50, and the learning rate is set to 0.001. These values have
been selected after extensive experimentation and evaluation
to optimize the model’s performance for our specific
task.
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TABLE 4. Performances of emotion recognition models.

FIGURE 7. Evolution of basic emotions through time (Omar).

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) BASIC EMOTION RECOGNITION
Following the training of our proposed CNN-RF model,
we evaluated its performances in terms of accuracy α,
precision φ, recall ρ, and F1-score δ, defined respectively by

α =
TP+ TN

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
, (2)

φ =
TP

TP+ TN
, (3)

ρ =
TP

TP+ FN
, (4)

and

δ =
2 TP

2 TP+ FP+ FN
, (5)

where TP, TN, FP, and FN refer to true-positive, true-negative,
false-positive, and false-negative outcomes.

As shown in Table 4, our model achieved α = 71.86%,
φ = 70.56%, ρ = 74.35% and δ = 72.09%, which are
respectively higher performances than those of benchmarks.
The high accuracy rate means that the model correctly
classified the samples, while the high precision indicates
that the model has a low rate of false positive prediction,
i.e., less likely to classify a negative sample as positive.
The high recall ensures that the model is less likely to miss
true positives, and the F1-score summarizes the previous
metrics into a single metric, which reflects the overall

performance of the model. As evident from the results, our
proposed approach outperforms existing models in terms
of F1-score. This superior performance is achieved through
a streamlined model architecture that not only enhances
accuracy but also ensures lightweight operation, with a
mere 5.17 million parameters. By efficiently managing the
number of model parameters, our approach significantly
reduces complexity. This attribute positions it as an attractive
choice for real-world applications, particularly in resource-
constrained environments.

For the sake of illustration, we visualize in Fig. 5 the
occurrence probabilities of the basic emotions {PA, . . . ,PR}
every N = 6 seconds (frames from top to bottom) within a
video sequence [30]. As shown, the list of basic emotions is
displayed below the student’s namewith its probability values
and is updated over time. This dynamic representation aids in
deciphering the evolving basic emotions of students as they
progress through the course. For instance, the right subject
shifts from being predominantly happy to a fearful state.

2) BASIC EMOTIONS-STATE OF MIND MAPPING AND
VISUALIZATION
From the output of the CNN-RF module, basic emotions
are mapped to states of mind according to the mapping
system explained in Section III. The result can be displayed
in real-time using our visualization dashboard. For instance,
Fig. 6 displays the detected state of minds in a video stream.
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FIGURE 8. Evolution of basic emotions through time (Nolan).

The state of mind, i.e., interest, acceptance, annoyance,
or boredom, is displayed within the face recognition red
rectangle and is updated every N = 6 seconds (frames from
top to bottom).
Remark 1: Due to the difficulty encountered to obtain

adequate videos of online classrooms for testing, we opted
for a video of 13 minutes found on Youtube [30]. The
latter features two online streamers, who are interacting and
showing emotions in a manner that resembles an online
classroom environment. We acknowledge that this video
source is not ideal andmay not fully represent the dynamics of
a real online classroom. However, we believe that it provides
a reasonable approximation of the emotional interactions
that take place in such an environment, and thus serves as
a useful tool to illustrate the results of our basic emotions -
state of mind mapping system.

In addition to the real-time illustration of basic emotions
and states of mind, the collected data can be stored and
leveraged to predict the future states of mind of students
using machine learning algorithms [31], and visualized in
an evolving graph that takes time in the X-axis and basic
emotions’ occurrence probabilities in the Y-axis, as presented
in Figs. 7-8. This type of visualization allows superimposing
the reactions of different students during online learning,
identifying emotional trends, and establishing correlations
between students’ emotions (and states of mind) during
particular times of the learning process.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a complete framework to analyze
in real-time students’ emotions and states of mind during
online learning. The proposed framework enhances the
online learning experience in different ways. First, the
utilization of the novel CNN-RF model for students’ emotion
recognition demonstrates higher performances and lower
complexity than existing methods. Second, the proposed
mapping system of basic emotions to states of mind, inspired

by the Plutchik wheel, adds depth to the assessment of
students’ cognitive and affective reactions during online
lessons. Third, the inclusion of the visualization dashboard
simplifies the interaction and analysis of the collected
emotional data. This novel real-time monitoring tool would
allow educators to clearly associate students’ emotions and
states of mind with phases of the online learning process.
thus identifying lessons’ difficulties, which would suggest
adaptation of their teaching strategies and provision of
timely interventions to create a supportive and engaging
learning environment. Nevertheless, our framework has some
limitations. For instance, it would be inefficient in detecting
emotions in subtle or discreet facial expressions. Moreover,
external factors such as camera setup, lighting conditions,
and the quality of video capture equipment, may influence
the accuracy of emotion recognition in our system. Also, it is
difficult to evaluate the accuracy of our basic emotions-state
of mind mapping system since the final results have not
been validated by a psychologist or through real experiments
using different questionnaires for students. The latter will
be tackled in future work. Specifically, we will target
expanding the scope of our framework to make it efficient
for diverse student populations, cultural backgrounds, and
learning contexts. Finally, the use of lightweight methods
for emotion recognition in masked faces and optimization
algorithms [32], [33] will be investigated to further improve
the emotion recognition and mapping performances of our
framework.
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